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I'm so proud of myself to conquer and 
complete 70.3 IM  
It's an amazing feeling:)!!! 
Ok so here goes my race story!!! 
 
So getting ready for the hardest race is 
and was the scariest. But now finishing I 
know what I need to do to conquer 
another one lol. Yes you read right this 
will not be my last 70.3:)!!!  
 
Jumping into the water was ok but when 
that gun went off I started to swim out to 
nowhere. I started to panic and could not 
get my breathing right. I wanted to just 
stop and quit. I was talking to myself in 
my head. Saying: you are so not ready for this and I'm just going to quit. Once I realized I was at the turn. 
Omg hey maybe I can. So I got in my zone and just swan to the next yellow float. Well I decided to count 
them. 7 yellow and 8 orange:)!!! Then as I was spotting I saw the paddle boat getting closer and closer!!! 
Omg I'm going to get this done. So I get out of the water was a relief;)!!! But my legs, they didn't want to 
run!!!  
 
So I get to my bike, you are about to bike 56 miles. Wow here we go! Going out was great maintaining 
and pedaling. Omg so saw people starting to get flats falling off there bikes and crashing! Omg I started 
praying. Please no flat and don't crash!!!! So did not stop, drank enough and then here comes the head 
wind. Man I was doing great feeling great and then really had to push it to not get behind due to the 
wind!!! The last 16 miles were the worst! It was like I was pedaling in slow Mo!!!!!!  
Ok so finally get back and wow my legs! I almost fell getting off my bike, but I didn't  
Thinking to myself once again, it's like your crazy with the constant voices in your head lol, how am I 
going to run when I can't feel my legs, and trying to calculate how much time do I have to run 13.1 miles  
I know my time when I'm just running, so I just started to run..  
 
Run Laura run don't stop you have to get a medal, you did not come this far and get pulled off!!!  
I pushed as hard as I could!!! And due to my amazing coach I got to the finish line:)!!  
8 hours and 5 mins!!!! I have never been so proud to finish this amazing race and to be apart of such an 
amazing group/team!!!! 
Oh yeah 70.3 IM;)!!!!! 
Thank you for being such and amazing person and coach! Just making dreams come true:)!!!!  
 
Laura 
 


